
Year 4 Spelling-Unit 4-Tested Friday 4th December 

Spelling Pattern = Suffix -ly (adding to create adverbs) 

   

Group 1 

Spelling Meaning  
sleepily To do something in a sleepy manner 

cosily To do something in a warm, comfortable or pleasant manner 

cheekily To do something in a cheeky manner 

happily To do something in a happy manner 

angrily To do something in a way showing you are annoyed 

breezily To do something in a lively and confident manner 

hastily To do something quickly 

magically To do something as if by magic 

dramatically To do something in a way that relates to drama  

heroically To do something in a brave or determined manner 

comically To do something in a funny manner 

automatically For something to do it by itself with little or no involvement 

 

 



Year 4 Spelling-Unit 4-Tested Friday 4th December  

Spelling Pattern = Suffix -ly (adding to create adverbs) 

 

Group 2 

Spelling Meaning  
sleepily To do something in a sleepy manner 

cosily To do something in a warm, comfortable or pleasant manner 

cheekily To do something in a cheeky manner 

happily To do something in a happy manner 

angrily To do something in a way showing you are annoyed 

breezily To do something in a lively and confident manner 

magically To do something as if by magic 

heroically To do something in a brave or determined manner 

comically To do something in a funny manner 

automatically For something to do it by itself with little or no involvement 

 

 

 

   



Year 4 Spelling-Unit 4-Tested Friday 4th December 

Spelling Pattern = Suffix -ly (adding to create adverbs) 

   

Group 3 

Spelling Meaning  
breezily To do something in a lively and confident manner 

happily To do something in a happy manner 

sleepily To do something in a sleepy manner 

cosily To do something in a warm, comfortable or pleasant manner 

angrily To do something in a way showing you are annoyed 

magically To do something as if by magic 

comically To do something in a funny manner 

 

 

 

 

 


